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Penelitian ini mengkaji dampak kebijakan dividen, keputusan investasi, dan kebijakan pendanaan terhadap nilai perusahaan manufaktur di Indonesia. Penelitian ini dilakukan dengan menggunakan 178
perusahaan manufaktur yang terdaftar di Bursa Efek Indonesia (BEI)
selama periode 2009 - 2016 sebagai sampel. Metode pengambilan
sampel yang dipergunakan adalah purposive sampling. Penelitian ini
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jalur digunakan untuk menganalisa data. Temuan ini menunjukkan
kebijakan dividen, keputusan investasi, dan kebijakan pendanaan berdampak positif terhadap nilai perusahaan manufaktur Indonesia. Hasil
penelitian ini mendukung teori pecking order dan agency theory.
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INTRODUCTION

& Puryandani, 2015; Suprianto & Setiawan, 2017;

The Company aims to maximize shareholders’

Tyastari et al., 2017). In addition to dividend policy,

welfare through investment decisions and policies,

investment decision is one of the determinants of

Leverage and dividend decisions as reflected in

corporate value (Wijaya, 2017).

stock prices in the stock market. This goal is often
translated as an attempt to maximize corporate

According

value (R. Ernayani, Oktiviana, & Robiyanto, 2017;

decisions are defined as a combination of assets

R. Ernayani, Robiyanto, & Sudjinan, 2017; Qureshi

in place and future investment options with a

& Sharif, 2012). In reaching that goal, many

positive net present value. In some studies that

shareholders are handing over the management

have been done for example Suteja and Mayasari

of the company to the professionals responsible

(2017), IOS (investment opportunity set) used

for managing the company, called the manager.

as a proxy for investment decisions, because

Managers who are appointed by shareholders

investment decisions cannot be directly observed.

are expected to act on behalf of the shareholder,

Because IOS is a latent variable that can not be

maximizing the value of the company so that

measured directly, it needs to be established

the shareholder’s welfare will be achieved

or confirmed by various measurable variables

(Purnamawati, Yuniarta, & Astria, 2017).

(Pagalung, 2002). Baptista-Rui (2010) stated that

to

Al-Tamimi

(2009),

investment

some companies have started investing since the
The purpose of the company can be achieved

company is newly established and have chosen to

through the implementation of the financial

diversify them (Dessyana & Riyanti, 2017). While

management functions carefully and appropriately,

most research on corporate investments focuses

since any financial decision taken will affect

on large enterprise diversification strategies and

other financial decisions that impact the value

performance.

of the company. An optimal combination of the
three financial decisions of investment decisions,

In this regard, corporate managers will always

funding, and dividend policy, will maximize the

be in a position to know more about the value

value of the firm, so the decision of the decision

of assets and opportunities than investors. They

is mutually related to each other (R.

Ernayani et

know whether a project has a positive or negative

al., 2017; R. Ernayani & Robiyanto, 2016; Qureshi &

NPV, and how to fund it. This certainly depends

Sharif, 2012).

on the company’s capital structure. Determining
a capital structure policy should involve a trade-

So it is not surprising that dividend policy has

off between risk and return. The addition of debt

become an interesting topic to study. Various

increases the total volatility of the cash flows or

studies have reviewed the dividend policy, among

business risks of the firm, but also increases the

others are Al-Malkawi, Rafferty, and Pillai (2010);

expected ultimate returns. The higher risk of debt

Al Shabibi and Ramesh (2011); (Gusni, 2017);

expansion tends to lower the stock price, but the

Handriani (2017); Handriani and Irianti (2015);

expected increase in returns due to optimal debt

John and Muthusamy (2010); Tyastari, Rosidi,

use increases the stock price.

and Saraswati (2017). Dividends are of concern
to investors as they relate to investment returns.

The optimal capital structure is a capital structure

Setting the right dividend policy is an important

that balances risk and return so as to maximize

task for managers because it has a great touch on

stock prices. The main reason for using debt in

the company’s stock price and can also affect asset

financing corporate activities is that interest costs

prices, capital structure, mergers and acquisitions,

can be deducted in tax calculations, thereby

and capital budgeting (Robiyanto, 2015; Robiyanto

lowering the true cost of debt. However, if a
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substantial proportion of the company’s revenue

marked by institutional ownership of shares. The

has been spared from taxes due to accelerated

role of the Institutional Ownership in the company

depreciation or compensation of losses, then the

will determine the policies or strategies that

progressive tax rate will be low and the benefits of

will be taken both short and long term to better

using debt are also low (Sahabuddin, 2017). Debt

monitoring the process of corporate governance.

is an instrument that is very sensitive to changes
in corporate value determined by the capital

This study aims to: firstly, analyze and evaluate the

structure. Managers should consider the benefits

main determinants of the value of manufacturing

and costs of the selected funding sources in

firms in Indonesia based on the basic theory of

making Leverage (Buchari, Achsani, Tambunan, &

capital structure through building theoretical

Maulana, 2016). Each funding source has different

models (conventional, structural, and dynamic)

financial

proposed;

consequences

and

features.

The

second,

analyze

dividend

policy,

company owner prefers the firm to create debt at

investment decision, and capital structure based

a certain level to raise the value of the company. In

on the agency theory perspective, and test whether

order for the owner’s expectations to be achieved,

the determination of optimal funding sources for

the behavior of managers and commissioners

manufacturing companies in Indonesia.

must be controlled through the substitution of
assets such as participation in the ownership of

Literature Review

the company’s shares.

Factors affecting firm value have been subject to
debate in both theory and empirical research. The

Another important thing that is contained in

debate has focused on whether there is an optimal

the company is corporate governance (Mai,

capital structure for a company or whether the

2017). The structure of corporate governance

level of debt use affects the firm’s value. Zheng

is an organizational framework that governs

(2017) argues that the capital structure decision of

the principles of corporate governance to be

an enterprise should be examined in terms of its

operational and controlled. The structure of

impact on firm value. Zheng (2017) further states

corporate governance must be designed to

that if the decision of capital structure can affect

support the running of the organization’s activities

the value of the firm, then the company must have

in a responsible and controlled manner. The

a capital structure that is able to maximize their

most important thing in the structure of corporate

value. The purpose of a company should therefore

governance is the problem of control, so there

focus on maximizing value through capital

needs to be a strict separation between the

structure decisions (Murhadi, 2011; Nhung, Lien,

‘‘decision making’’ and the ‘‘decision-making’’.

& Hang, 2017).

Theoretically,

good

corporate

governance

practices can increase the value of a company

The selection of financial structures is a matter

by improving its financial performance and

of the composition of funding to be used by the

reducing the risks that a board may have with a

company, which means determining how much

favorable decision of its own (Hermiyetti & Malik,

debt (leverage) will be used by the company

2013). In general corporate governance arises as

to fund its assets. The funding structure is a

an attempt to control self-serving management

permanent funding consisting of long-term debt,

behavior by creating mechanisms and controls

preferred stock, and shareholder capital. If all

to enable a balanced profit and benefit sharing

funds to finance the company’s assets come from

system for stakeholders so as to create efficiency

the owners in the form of ordinary shares, the

and increase investor confidence. Institutional

company is not bound by a fixed obligation to pay

investors in ownership of shares have a structure

interest on debts earned in the framework of the
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company’s funding. Interest is a fixed financial

financing. This theory explains why profitable

cost to be paid and added to the fixed cost of

companies generally use a small amount of debt.

the operation regardless of the profit rate of the

This is not because companies have low debt ratio

company. So companies that use debt will be

targets, but because they require little external

more risky than a company without debt, because

financing. Companies that are less profitable will

in addition to having business risks, companies

tend to use larger debt for two reasons, namely:

that use debt also have financial risks. Relevant

(1) internal funds are insufficient; and (2) debt is

theory to describe the condition is Pecking Order

the preferred external source. Thus, the pecking

Theory which states that companies prefer internal

order theory makes the hierarchy of funding

funding rather than external funding, secure debt

sources, namely from internal (retained earnings),

than risky debt and the last is ordinary shares

and external (debt and stock). Myers (1984) states

(Nuswandari, 2013).

that the selection of external sources is due to an
information asymmetry between management

Pecking Order Theory

and shareholders. Information asymmetry occurs

Pecking order theory was first introduced by

because management has more information than

Donaldson (1961). This theory demonstrates

shareholders.

a hierachy in the search for corporate funds
whereby firms have a specific preference order

Agency Theory

of capital used to finance their business. Due to

Agency theory states the separation of ownership

information asymmetry between the company

and control of the firm, so that the distribution

and potential investors, the company will prefer

of stock ownership in the company becomes

retained earnings in advance to pay dividends and

an important matter (Siahaan, 2013). When the

investment opportunities. If the company requires

control of the company is no longer done by the

external funds, it will prefer to choose the debt

owner but left to the other party to manage the

before external equity (Skinner & Soltes, 2009).

company’s resources, then the problem that

Internal equity is derived from retained earnings

arises is the potential conflict in the relationship

and depreciation. Debt is obtained from a creditor

between the owner (principals) and the agent

loan, while external equity is obtained because

(agent) is often called agency problems. The

the company issues new shares. In short this

agency relationship is described as a relationship

theory prefers internal financing (funding obtained

arising from the existence of a contract established

from the results of the company’s operations in the

between the principal using the agent to provide

form of retained earnings). The company prefers

services for the principal’s interest.

to use funding sourced from the internal company,
because internal funds make the company has no

Jensen and Meckling (1976) identify potential

burden to pay the debt at the end of the period

conflicts of interest between different stakeholders

(Mai, 2010). A decrease in interest payments on

within the company. The conflict is due to the

debt will cause the company to have an internal

different goals of each party based on their

source of funds for investment.

position and importance to the company. Such
conflicts are known as agency problems that

Pecking Order Theory proposed by Myers (1984)

actually arise when the principal is having trouble

uses the rationale that there is no specific debt to

ensuring that the agent is acting in the best interest

equity ratio target where there is only a hierarchy

of the principal. Efforts to overcome this agency

of the most preferred sources of funding by the

problem will lead to cost consequences called

firm. The essence of this theory is the existence of

agency costs that will be borne by both principals

two types of external financing capital and internal

and agents. In the agency problem condition, debt
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is a very sensitive instrument to changes in firm

In fact, there is informational asymmetry, in which

value determined by capital structure (Modigliani

the selling party has more information about the

& Miller, 1958). Hence, managers should consider

firm’s condition than the potential investor.

the benefits and costs of selected funding sources
in making funding decisions.

The presence of such different information will
encourage the role of dividends as a signal for

Each funding source has different financial

outsiders. The study of Raz and Amir (2014)

consequences and features. The owner of the

concluded that there was a disapparing dividend

company prefers the firm to create debt at a

phenomenon which showed a decrease in the

certain level to raise the value of the company

information content that existed in the dividend

(Ullah, Fida, & Khan, 2012). In order for the

payout policy. This decline in information content is

owner’s

predicted to result from an increase in institutional

expectations

to

be

achieved,

the

behavior of managers and commissioners must

ownership,

where

institutions

have

better

be controlled through the substitution of assets

information than individual shareholders. This has

such as participation in the ownership of the

an impact on the time of dividend announcement,

company’s shares (John & Muthusamy, 2010).

the information in dividend payout has been

This shareholding will align management interests

reflected from the stock price in the market. So the

with the company owner (Jensen & Meckling,

dividend payout policy becomes very expensive

1976). Thus equity holders’ shifting can create the

and contains less information.

wisdom of insiders in managing the company.
The asymmetric concepts of information in the

Skinner and Soltes (2009) finds evidence that

agency theory structure can reveal the behavioral

the information content in dividend payments

relationships of managers, shareholders with

diminishes when compared to the early 20th

capital structure (Huang, Jiang, Liu, & Zhang,

century. Skinner and Soltes (2009) argued that in

2011). The presence of asymmetric information

the early 20th century managers lacked the means

will limit access to external funding. This fact

to convey information that existed in companies

prompted the company to choose internal funding

other than through financial statements. In such

rather than external funding.

an environment, the dividend policy can be a
signal about the condition of the firm’s prospects.

Dividend Policy and Firm Value

But nowadays, where managers almost always

Dividend policy plays an important role in

communicate the existing information on the

determining the value of the firm. Shareholders

firm by using various media based on information

view dividends as a signal the firm’s ability

technology, the information content in the dividend

to increase revenue. For investors, dividends

payout policy becomes reduced (Irandoost,

represent returns that can be compared with

Hassanzadeh, & Salteh, 2013).

other

investment

opportunities

(Robiyanto,

Wahyudi, & Pangestuti, 2017). This return is called

The pecking order theory explains why the

the dividend yield, which is the ratio of dividend

majority of external financing comes from debt

payout to the price per share. There are a number

and why firms with excess profitability have less

of opinions that mention that the value of a firm

debt for financing sources. Dividends paid by

is not influenced by dividends. Among them was

companies are also a factor in determining debt

Modigliani and Miller (1958), they argue that with

policy. A stable dividend policy will cause the

perfect market assumptions, rational behavior

company to provide funds to pay the dividends.

and perfect certainty, finding a relationship that

The funds companies use to pay dividends usually

corporate value and dividend policy are irrelevant.

come from retained earnings. Conversely, if the
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company has large debts, companies tend to

optimal funding source to fund various investment

reduce the amount of dividends distributed to

alternatives, so as to maximize the value of the

shareholders because most of the profits will be

firm as reflected in its stock price. Investment is

used to pay interest and installments (Nur, 2014).

an action to invest the current funds into current

The dividend payout mechanism can be used

assets and fixed assets in the hope of making a

to replace the role of debt in the oversight of

profit in the future (Kang, Lobo, & Wolfe, 2015).

agency issues, but the relationship does not work

Investment activities undertaken by the company

effectively, so the dividend policy has no effect on

are expected to provide optimal returns that are

debt policy.

reused for investment activities (Handriani, 2016).
According to Pecking Order Theory, companies

This study was conducted on manufacturing

tend to prioritize funding from internal sources to

companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange

finance investment. If the need for funds is less then

(IDX), which is included in the emerging markets

external funds are used in addition. Nuswandari

group with a weak protection against the rights

(2013) stated that Pecking Order Theory as an

of investors. Developing countries such as

alternative theory of corporate financing decisions,

Indonesia where corporate governance structures

whereby firms will seek to fund their investments

and mechanisms are still very weak, dividend

in order of risk.

payouts are desired by shareholders (Taungke
& Supramono, 2015). The bigger firm value will

According Subramaniam and Shaiban (2011),

make better dividend policy. Thus, based on the

investment decisions are defined as a combination

literature review described above, then hypothesis

of assets in place and future investment options

1 in this study is firm value has a positive effect on

with a net present value positive. Thus, based

dividend policy.

on the literature review described above, it can
hypothesis 2 in this study is investment decisions
has a positive effect on firm value.

Investment Decision and Firm Value
Investment decisions are important factors in
the firm’s financial function. Tyastari et al. (2017)

Corporate Governance and Firm Value

states that corporate value is solely determined by

Corporate governance in general is a set of

investment decisions. The opinion can be inter-

mutually balancing mechanisms between the

preted that the investment decision is important,

actions and choices of managers with the interests

because to achieve the firm’s goal is to maximize

of shareholders. This proxy research using the

shareholder wealth will only be generated through

structure of corporate governance is institutional

corporate investment activities (Hermuningsih,

ownership. Studies on the effect of institutional

2013). The purpose of the investment decision is

ownership on firm value values have been widely

to obtain a high level of profit with a certain level

practiced, as Boubakri, Cosset, and Some (2015)

of risk. High gains accompanied by manageable

have argued that the level of institutional ownership

risks, are expected to increase the value of the

in substantial proportions affects the firm’s market

firm, which means increasing shareholder wealth

value. The basis of this argument is that the greater

(Handriani & Irianti, 2015).

the level of stock ownership by the institution, the
more effective the control mechanism on the

The funding decision is related to the company’s

performance of management. This opinion is

decision

and

supported by empirical evidence discovered by

determine the composition of the funding source.

Cornett, Marcus, Saunders, and Tehranian (2007),

From a managerial perspective, the core of the

which found a significant positive-significant effect

funding function is how the firm determines the

on institutional ownership of the firm’s value.

to

finance

their

investment
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In the perspective of agency theory, agents who

adjustments to their long-term optimal leverage

are risk adverse and self-interested will allocate

targets, while Italians whose financial markets are

resources from investments that do not increase

less efficient choosing to prioritize equity issuance

the value of the firm to a more profitable investment

rather than pursuing an optimal leverage ratio.

alternative. Agency issues will indicate that the
value of the company will increase if the company

  Modigliani and Miller (1958) with his Static Theory

owner can control the behavior of management

explains that firms with high profitability will use

in order not to waste company’s resources, either

debt as a financing option in order to benefit from

in the form of investment that is not feasible or

tax-saving facilities. With the presence of asymme-

in the form of shirking. Corporate governance is

tric information, make a positive signal for a profi-

a system that regulates and controls companies

table company. Research in line with this has been

that are expected to provide and increase the

done by Wahyudi (2005). Wahyudi (2005) explains

value of the company to shareholders. Thus, the

the optimal balance between debt with own capi-

implementation of good corporate governance is

tal revealed on the theory of capital structure aims

believed to increase the value of the company.

to provide a basis for thinking to know the optimal
capital structure. A capital structure is said to be

Ovtcharova (2003) found that firms with high

optimal if a given level of risk can provide maxi-

institutional ownership will impact on high yield

mum corporate value. While Humphrey-Jenner

levels as well. This research is consistent with the

and Powell (2011) discloses that increasing debt

concept that corporate governance is a control

can create an incentive for shareholders to substi-

mechanism of managerial opportunistic behavior,

tute assets (to shift risk) or reduce investment (to

where institutional ownership variables are one

under-invest) projects with positive NPV.

of the proxies. Thus, the hypothesis 3 that can be
proposed is as follows: institutional ownership has

Pecking order behavior other than influenced by

a positive effect on firm value.

the existence of information asymmetry also tend
to be encouraged by the existence of taxes and

Leverage and Firm Value

transaction costs. There are several reasons why

There are two theoretical frameworks underlying

the direct cost of retained earnings will be less than

the selection of funding sources namely Static

the issuance of new equity. In this case, by setting

Theory and Pecking Order Theory. Leverage with

the amount of debt and investment constant, the

static theory are based on optimal capital structure,

increase in equity issuance will always lead to a

which balances the benefits of tax savings on debt

larger dividend (Kato, Loewenstein, & Tsay, 2012).

use against bankruptcy costs (Myers, 1984). This

Larger dividends will further increase the tax

Static Theory predicts a relationship of income

burden (Tyastari et al., 2017). Therefore it would be

variability or the volatility of cash flows with the

reasonable if the company attempted to press the

use of debt. The purpose of this static theory is to

issuance of new equity. In addition, according to

balance its own capital with external capital. As

Brigham and Houston (2012), the cost is generally

long as the benefits of using the debt is still large,

smaller if the company issues debt rather than

the debt will be increased, but if the sacrifice to

issuing new shares. Companies in issuing external

use the debt is greater then the debt is no longer

securities will prefer debt over shares to reduce

optimal to be added (Myers, 1984). Research

the various costs arising from the selection of debt

finding consistent with static theory is shown by

and stocks.

Panno (2003), in his empirical studies in the United
Kingdom (UK) and Italy, where the UK whose

In relation to the value of the company, pecking

well-developed financial markets tend to make

order theory has given the idea that the use of debt
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will provide benefits as well as costs and risks

affecting the firm value because the larger the

as stated by Brigham and Houston (2012) who

firm size, will be more easily also the firm obtain

argued that the use of interest-bearing debt has

sources of funding both internal and external.

advantages and disadvantages for the company.

Firm size also important in capital structure.

So the optimal use of debt and considered against

Large companies basically have greater financial

the specific characteristics of the company (asset,

strength to support performance, but on the other

market share and profitability) will prevent the

hand, companies are faced with greater agency

company from the risk of failing fulfillment of

problems.

obligations so that companies avoid the decline
in investor confidence that implies the decline in

Company size can determine the level of ease of the

corporate value. This condition poses a potential

company in obtaining funds from the capital market

conflict of interest between shareholders and

and determine the bargaining power (bargaining

creditors. Thus, based on the literature review

power) in financial contracts. Pecking order beha-

described above, the hypothesis 4 that can be

vior of large companies against debt is very small,

proposed is as follows: funding decision has a

they take advantage of retained earnings to finance

positive effect on firm value.

corporate activities. Small companies usually
can choose funding from various forms of debt,

Firm Size and Firm Value

including special offers that are more profitable.

The size of the firm is thought to affect the value of

Large companies will more easily access funding

the firm, where large firms tend to attract attention

through the capital market. This convenience is

and become the public spotlight, thus firm size

good information for investment decision making

has a positive effect on firm value (R. Ernayani &

and can also reflect the value of the company in

Robiyanto, 2016; Handriani & Irianti, 2015). Firm

the future. Wahyudi (2005) states that the larger the

size can be interpreted as a scale which can be

size of the company will be the higher the value of

classified large small companies in various ways,

the company. Thus, based on the literature review

among others stated in total assets, stock market

described above, then hypothesis 5 in this study is

value, and others. In the study of Madanoglu, Lee,

firm size has a positive effect on firm value.

and Castrogiovanni (2011), explained that the
total assets reflect how much wealth owned by a

METHODS

company and reflects the size of the company.

Population, Sampling and Data
Population in this study are manufacturing

The size of the firm is seen from the total assets

companies listed in the IDX during period 2009

owned by the company that can be used for the

– 2016. By using purposive sampling method

company’s operations. If the firm has a large asset,

with data availability criteria, there are 178

the management is more flexible in using the

manufacturing companies selected as samples.

existing assets in the firm. When viewed from the

Data used in this study obtained from the

side of management, ease of having in controlling

Indonesian Capital Market Directory published by

the firm will increase the value of the company.

the IDX.

The size of the firm describes the size of a company
indicated by total assets and total sales (Handriani

Path Analysis

& Irianti, 2015). Thus it can be concluded that the

This research uses path analysis to know and

size of the firm can be seen from the size of capital

analyze the influence of exogenous variables on

used, total assets owned, or total sales obtained.

endogenous variables. Hair, Black, Babin, and
Anderson (2009) states that there are four steps that

The size of the firm is considered capable of

must be taken to use this path analysis, namely: 1)
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developing a model, which must be done based

Variable type of this study consist of exogenous

on theory; 2) developing a path diagram to show

variables:

causality; 3) the conversion of line diagrams into

governance, leverage, firm size, IOS. Endogenous

a series of structural equations and measurement

Variables: dividend policy and firm value. Table 1.

model specifications; and 4) the selection of the

describe each variable.

dividend

policy,

good

corporate

input matrix and the estimation technique of the
built model. In this study, it can be arranged 2 the

Results

regression equation as follows:

The goodness of fit results of path analysis shows
the following information. See Table 2.

Dividen Policy (DPR):
DPR = β1Tobinsq + e1 ........................................ (1)

These

Firm Value (Tobinsq):

the value in the model result column, where the

Tobinsq = β2IOS + β3IO + β4LEV + β5TS + e2 ... (2)

value corresponds to the desirable on the cut off

Variables

results indicate that all goodness of fit

index models built are fit. This can be seen from

value column. The significance level (probability)

Table 1. Operational Variable Definition
Variables

Indicators

Firm Value
Is a measure of the amount
of total wealth (total assets)
owned by the company

Tobins’q

Dividend Policy
Is a size (proportion) of the
company's net profit shared
to the stockholder.

Dividend Pay Out
Ratio (DPR)

(Current Price x Total Share) + (Total Liabilities)
Total Assets

DPR =

DPS
EPS

DPR = Dividend Payout Ratio
DPS = Dividend Per Share
EPS = Earnings Per Share

Good Corporate Governance Institusional
A system established to
Ownership
control and direct the
(IO)
company's operations
Funding Policy
Is a size
(proportion) of
use of total debt to finance
the whole
investment company.
Invesment
A result of future investment
options to benefit from the
growth prospects of the
company.
Firm Size
Is a measure of the amount
of total wealth (total assets)
owned by the company

Measurement

Percentage of the number of shares owned by the
institution from the total number of shares outstanding.

Leverage
(Lev)

Leverage =

Investment
Opportunity Set
(IOS)

R&D=

Total Sales (TS)

Total Debt
Total Assets

R&D Expenditure
Assets

Natural Logarithm of Total Asset

Source: Various previous studies.
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Table 2. Path Analysis’s Goodness of fit

Cut-off Value

Result

Model Evaluation

14.067

8.845

Fit

Probability

≥ .05

.487

Fit

CFI

≥ .90

.96

Fit

CMIN/DF

<3

1.42

Fit

NFI

≥ .90

.92

Fit

GFI

≥ .90

.95

Fit

AGFI

≥ .90

.93

Fit

RMSEA

≤ .08

.02

Fit

Goodness of Fit Index
Chi – Square

Source: Data processed by LISREL.

of .487 indicates that the null hypothesis states

produce significant estimation value at level (α)

that there is no difference between the sample

1 % while the critical value ratio greater than 1.96

covariance matrix and the population covariance

indicates a significant estimation value at the (α)

matrix which the estimation fails or rejects.

level of 5%.

Acceptance of the null hypothesis shows that this
acceptable model can be reinforced with other

To facilitate in giving conclusion to result of this

goodness of fit indices such as CFI (.96), CMIN / DF

research hence presented summary test result for

(1.42), NFI (.92), GFI (.95), AGFI (.93), RMSEA (.02)

all hypothesis in Table 4.

provide strong confirmation for the acceptability of
the model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Investment decisions, in this study affect the

Hypothesis Testing

firm valuein the perspective of agency theory.

Based on the calculation through path analysis

This research is in line with the research that has

that includes DPR variables, Leverage, Investment

been done by Adam, Jappelli, Menichini, Padula,

Opportunity Set (IOS), Size and firm value

and Pagano (2002); Prasetyantoko (2006). How

(Tobinsq). The next stage is to test the hypothesis

much the investment opportunity value of a

proposed, the hypothesis test results can be seen

project project that generates a positive NPV for

based on the magnitude of the critical ratio (cr),

the company will affect the manager’s, investors

probability and standardized regression weight

‘and creditors’ perspective on the firm value.

in Table 3. The critical ratio value above 2.56 will

For investors who plan to invest in a company,

Table 3. Test results of Dividend Policy, Investment Decision, Funding Policy,
and the Firm Value of the Indonesian Manufacturing Companies
Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P

DPR

Tobinsq

.130

.063

7.162

.000

Tobinsq

IOS

.166

.091

11.930

.000

Tobinsq

IO

.027

.072

8.513

.004

Tobinsq

LEV

.047

.040

13.672

.002

Tobinsq

TS

.234

.378

9.646

.006

Source: Data processed by LISREL.
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Table 4. Hypothesis Testing Result Summary
Hypothesis

Predicted
Sign

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

Conclusion

H1 :

firm value has a positive effect
on dividend policy

+

.230

accepted

H2 :

Investment decision has
positive effect on firm value

a

+

.352

accepted

H3 :

Corporate governance has a
positive effect on firm value

+

.434

accepted

H4 :

Funding policy has a positive
effect on firm value

+

.521

accepted

H5 :

Firm size has a positive effect on
firm value

+

.344

accepted

the magnitude of growth opportunities will form

(2011). In this study, firm size has a positive effect

a perspective on the magnitude of the return on

on firm value. This research is conducted in the

investment.

emerging market country in accordance with the
theory that underlies the relationship between the

Capital structure based on the perspective of

two variables of this research is agency theory. If

Agency Theory, in this study have a positive effect

the interests of managers and shareholders are

on firm value. This research is in line with the

completely aligned, then managers will distribute

research that has been done by Fauzi and Locke

all free cash flow to shareholders. Managers tend

(2012); Ullah et al. (2012). A good capital structure

to reduce the cash in their hands and be more

is a capital structure that can provide a balance

careful in allocating the available funds, and more

between the marginal use of debt and the marginal

aimed at increasing the welfare of shareholders.

cost of debt use, but with the concept of agency
costs, a good capital structure can be obtained by

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

balancing the marginal cost of the debt agency

Based on the results of testing of all the hypotheses

with marginal cost of equity agency (Jensen &

present in this study and discussion, as well as some

Meckling, 1976). While, the positive influence of

conclusions which have been drawn then will be

the institutional ownership structure on firm value

described how the implications of these findings.

suggests that the stronger the external control

Overall, the concept of industry-based investment

of the firm will encourage managers to increase

growth opportunities provides useful insights for

the value of the firm and ultimately will result

assessing companies from the two models in this

in a better dividend policy. High institutional

study. Firstly, the Dividend Policy (DPR) can affect

ownership will also provide institutional power

the value of the company, this means that in the

to oversee dividend policies made by corporate

context of current macroeconomic uncertainty,

management.

investors are still expecting a dividend from their
share ownership. Therefore the implications

Company size has a positive effect on firm

for managerial should try to routinely distribute

value, in line with research done by R. Ernayani

dividends as a form of corporate commitment to

and Robiyanto (2016); Heaney et al. (2007);

its shareholders. Second, general macroeconomic

Humphrey-Jenner and Powell (2011); Symeou

conditions that can cause a business cycle in
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manufacturing industries where companies and

framework for controlling it. Corporate governance

managers operate. The lethargy in an industry is

is a controlling mechanism for managing and

often related to the economic crisis that struck

managing a company with a view to improving the

a particular industry this can be felt from the

company’s prosperity and accountability, whose

actions and reactions of competitors that cannot

ultimate goal is to increase company value.

be predicted with certainty. Actions and reactions
between companies in the industry can be

CONCLUSION

minimized if the company’s value in the eyes of

This study found that investment decision,

investors can be achieved with the improvement

corporate governance, funding policy and firm

of company performance. In this research, the

size have a positive influence on firm value.

second model shows that company value can be

Furthermore, this research found that firm value

achieved with company’s performance, that is

has a positive effect on dividend policy. In this

investment, institutional ownership, leverage and

study, manufacturing companies in Indonesia are

sales increase.

consistent with the agency theory. Companies in
the emerging market tend to face informational

Interaction of firm value with variable of company

asymmetry, where company managers have more

performance can give influence to investment

information about the company’s condition than

desire of the company, this will influence change

the investors. So the company’s value can be a

of profitability, leverage, and company’s sales. The

benchmark of dividend policy.

important implication is that the desire to invest
in a manufacturing company is influenced by the

This research contributes to a well-known

use of debt used to finance it. The high funding

corporate governance literature in the community.

requirement of this debt is for the company solely to

In general, Good Corporate Governance Structure

finance the company’s business strategy oriented

and a good system to manage the company with

to the increase in sales that is able to demonstrate

the aim of increasing the value of the company is

market power, thus the debt-funded strategic

able to accommodate various stakeholders with

actions allow the company to maintain its market

stakeholders such as government and environment

share. Strategic action is always in the frame in

where the company stands. The test results of

the system of good corporate governance, in this

Institutional Ownership variables in this study have

study manifest in the mechanism of supervision of

a positive effect on company value. In accordance

institutional ownership.

with the Agency Theory that agency problem will
occur if the proportion of Institutional Ownership

The design of an effective corporate oversight

of the company’s shares is less than 100% so that

mechanism to get managers to act in the best

managers tend to act for their own interests and

interests of shareholders has become a concern

not based on the maximization of corporate value

in the best interests of shareholders has been a

in making investment decisions. Management

major concern in the corporate governance area.

does not bear the risk of making a decision, the

This issue is the main basis for research on agency

risk is fully borne by the shareholders.

theory, and attempts to design an appropriate
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